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Student Breaks Honor Code, Discovers Secret Message
STANFORD, CA—Last week, Jay de la
Torre, Vice President of the ASSU, left office
after breaking the Honor Code in CS 106A.
But while The Stanford Daily and the rest of
the mainstream liberal media on campus have
depicted de la Torre as a cheater, they are missing the real story. Jay de la Torre is a hero.
The honor code is an important part of our
daily lives, but despite its importance, it is
frustratingly cryptic. As de la Torre explained,
“The Honor Code says students ‘will not give
or receive aid in examinations…reports, or…
any other work.’ How am I supposed to read
that and know what to do? I had to break the
Honor Code—not just for me, but for all the
students of Stanford.”
His first step was to copy his friend’s code
in CS 106A.
“I wanted to look at a different code to
learn how I should approach the problem. Fortunately, my friend Ryan is an expert at this
stuff; he writes new code every week. I figured
that if I could learn what his code meant, the
Honor Code would be a piece of cake. So I had
him send me some files. After studying them
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for several hours, I took a break to do some
CS homework and then, after hours of tedious
work, I unraveled the mystery.”
As soon as de la Torre discovered the true
meaning of the Honor Code, he went straight
to the ASSU Senate where he announced his
discoveries: “Ladies and gentlemen of the
Senate—I have spent the past several hours
poring over the Honor Code, casting aside
its facade of integrity, and paving the way
for a better future. After taking the code, rearranging its letters, and applying a Fibonacci
sequence—in short, after breaking the code,
I found that the message hidden inside was a
simple one word command: ‘resign.’”
“So now, to benefit the students of this university and to execute the true will of Leland
Stanford, I am officially stepping down from
my post as ASSU Vice President. I plan to take
the next quarter off to write a book detailing the
methods I used to break the Honor Code. I also
hope to begin deciphering the Uniform Code
of Military Justice—I have a few sources, I
just need to find a way to make them talk. I am
proud to have broken the Honor Code, and, if

De la Torre’s book, ‘The Honor Code,’ hits
stores next Fall.

given the opportunity, I would do it again.”
So you see, de la Torre really is a hero. He
broke the Honor Code—but he broke it with
confidence and shared its meaning with the
world. (Adam Adler)

Budget Cuts Force Stanford to Cancel Winter Quarter
STANFORD, CA—As the American economy Said one enthused freshman, “Are you kidding me!?!
continues on its downward spiral, Stanford Uni- I get to skip a quarter of the World History of Science
versity officials have finally been forced to do the IHUM? This is the best news I’ve heard all week!
Suck it, Descartes!”
unthinkable: cancel winter quarter 2010.
Airlines and travel agencies have reported increased
“This is a real blow to the school. An institution
as renowned as Stanford should not have these inquiries by students wishing to change reservations
kind of problems, but I suppose this is truly in- or book new vacations entirely.
“Hell, I’m totally staying in Paris for three more
dicative of the current economic crisis. I assure
all students that the closing of the school is only months if school isn’t even happening. I couldn’t detemporary, and we are doing everything we pos- cide if I wanted to stay another quarter, but now it
sibly can to get everything up and running,” said looks like I don’t really have a choice. Woohoo!” said
President John Hennessy in a statement released Kyle Landry, a junior.
Unfortunately, the news hasn’t
earlier this week.
hit all people with the same juDespite Hennessy’s bleak
bilation. President Hennessy’s
statements on the school’s
financial woes, not all stu- “ It just rains all the time, and the office has been fielding phone
dents were upset by the classes are hard, not to mention calls from angry parents all
week.
news of the quarter’s can- totally sucky.”
Said Monica Kyles, mother
cellation.
- Patrick Kyles
of Patrick, “I do not want to be
“Whatever. Everyone
cooking and cleaning for my
knows winter quarter blows
anyways. It just rains all the time, and the classes son in months that I was supposed to have off from
are hard, not to mention totally sucky,” said Pat- my job as a full-time mom. I better be getting overtime for this shit.” (Eugenia Maluf)
rick Kyles, a jaded upperclassman.
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THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your answers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Kyle Craft
QUOTE “white house crashing rule #73. party like a champion.” - mr. and mrs. salahi

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

POLL

55
Number of turkeys around
the world killed for this
year’s Thanksgiving.
Fortunately, most people
nowadays are actually eating
genetically modified turkey
or chicken that is made to
taste like turkey. It’s a good
thing too, or else they might
go extinct!

What is the most
famous party that you
have crashed?
A. White House
B. Lindsay Lohan B-day
C. NYC New Year’s
D. Kappa Sig
vote online at
stanfordflipside.com

last weeks answers: HOLY COW, TANK TOP, STATE OF THE UNION, OUT
IN LEFT FIELD
This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT K=R

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

PIMACUKQZRO MP Z GQZYU IJUKU AJUX OBR’A QMDU AB EMTJA, PB AJUX TUA
GUBGQU AB OB AJUMK EMTJAMRT EBK AJUN IJMQU AJUX PDM ZRO UZA YJBYBQZAU. - QZKKX OZFMO

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: THE WHOLE OF SCIENCE IS NOTHING MORE THAN A REFINEMENT OF EVERYDAY THINKING. - ALBERT EINSTEIN
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Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized.
Remember, these are all jokes. To contact us, email flipside@stanford.edu. For more
information and more content, visit stanfordflipside.com.
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LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: DRUMS, BRAVO, CLAMOR, BICEPS, a new
name for sign language, CODE OF ARMS
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